In the past few years, the application of aspectoriented software development (AOSD) technologies has helped improve the development, integration, deployment, evolution, and quality of objectoriented and other software for a growing community of software developers, but, as with any new development approach, its adoption has been limited by the availability of supporting technology. AOSD still lacks tools to support a wide range of software development tasks, and there are no standard platforms or reusable and extensible components designed to facilitate the development of new AOSD approaches. The Concern Manipulation Environment (CME) 1 is an open-source Eclipse project that is intended to help the technology grow beyond these limitations. As such, it plays two roles. For developers applying aspect-oriented technology, the CME contains task-oriented tools. Such tools generally help a particular community of developers to think about a problem they face and provide a way of performing specific tasks. However, it is seldom possible to reduce a large problem to a series of tasks without a usage approach to guide thinking in more focused terms. For researchers and developers of these tools, the CME also provides component-and framework-level support for building such tools in support of their usage approaches.
A usage approach is a pattern for development. It consists of (1) a characterization of a problem domain for which the approach is suitable, (2) a description of how a developer is expected to structure solutions for problems in that domain, and (3) tools or components that support problem solving with that solution structure. Aspect-oriented programming, 2 for example, is a usage approach that (1) applies to the problem domain of attaching additional behavior to an existing software base, (2) does so by defining aspects containing, for example, advice that can be attached to the existing base at join points, and (3) is supported by the programming language AspectJ** 3 and its compiler and runtime library, which together are designed for expressing those constructs and their attachment. Subject-oriented programming, 4 multidimensional separation of concerns, 5 composition filters, 6 adaptive programming, 7 and mixin-layers 8 also provide approaches to AOSD that can be described in similar terms, but address other parts of the problem space in different ways.
Many AOSD approaches emphasize the process of composition (discussed in more detail later in this paper), but composition is simply one of the tasks that make up a large-scale development activity. Other development tasks require different tools. We will introduce the notion of an extraction/composition cycle, during which software is separated and reintegrated according to concerns, and discuss the tools needed to support this cycle. (A concern is any issue of interest in a software system. When a concern is actualized as a development artifact, the term concern is also used to refer collectively to the various elements relating to an issue of interest. In this context, the term artifact refers to any item of material or information created or used in the development of a software system.)
This paper provides an overview of the CME, as well as references to more detailed material, and is organized as follows. The next section introduces aspect-oriented software technology, illustrating its application to the problem of separating an opensource base from additional, proprietary enhancements. We then describe the extraction/composition cycle and the role of the CME in supporting it. The following section sketches the open architecture of the CME, emphasizing the ways in which the extensible characteristics of the components can support a variety of AOSD approaches in an integrated manner. We then discuss experience with the CME that illustrates how proprietary concerns can be separated from openly shared concerns and that shows how the open architecture of CME can be used to enhance support for additional artifact languages.
ASPECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
In comparison to typical object-oriented software, aspect-oriented software provides a number of distinct advantages, which are embodied, in particular, in its use of aspects and concerns. In the following subsections we describe these concepts in more detail and provide an example of their application.
Advantages of aspect-oriented software
Even the best-written object-oriented code usually contains classes with fragments that address many different requirements. As in point-of-sale software that must also capture location-dependent tax information, or customer-service software that must produce service logs, the objects and classes created for most applications generally tangle together the handling of a wide variety of concerns. Conversely, the code or design for logging is not local to one class but is scattered across many. The scattering and tangling of code fragments addressing various concerns make it difficult to understand, maintain, evolve, or reuse such software in different tasks or contexts.
5 Figure 1 illustrates the problems of scattering and tangling in the context of a real-world Java** 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE**) application server. The application server originally included both basic capabilities and functionality supporting EJB** (Enterprise JavaBeans**) containers, as depicted on the left side of the figure. The code relating to the EJB container functionality was scattered throughout the application server and tangled with the other application server capabilities.
Aspect-oriented software is structured to emphasize the local organization of code, design, and other artifacts with respect to concerns of particular interest, such as the EJB container feature and the basic J2EE application server capabilities. Material localized within the artifacts of a concern can be logically or physically separated from related material that applies to other concerns. A complete application is produced by integrating separate concerns, a process known as composition. Composition is performed according to explicit statements about how the concerns should be put together.
Aspects and Concerns
Concerns provide a principled and meaningful way to organize software into manageable, comprehensible, and potentially reusable pieces. This allows all of the software relating to a given concern to be treated together and also isolates it from the software relating to other concerns. For example, sometimes it is useful to separate the basic functioning of an application, such as a portfoliomanagement system, from its systemic concerns, such as logging, recovery, transaction handling, and security. Concerns like these that cut across the concerns of the basic function are often called aspects, or crosscutting concerns. 3 At other times it is useful to develop software products by using a common base with a suite of concerns, or features, which the developers can choose to combine in various ways to form different products in a product line. The software for such features may not only cut into the base software but also need to be integrated with that of other features as well. 5 Explicit separation of software into concerns can be especially helpful when software to be integrated later is being developed by independent teams. Because multi-team development is characteristic of opensource software, we expect that the combination of AOSD and open source will prove much more powerful than either alone.
The concern structure of software is not static. Some concerns can be identified early in the software's lifetime, perhaps from the statement of requirements, and can be encapsulated at that time. Other concerns may emerge later. For example, a customer may request a new feature (representing a new concern), or an error may occur that highlights the need to treat all of the pieces of software pertaining to that error as a single concern. An important capability of AOSD is that it promotes the identification, encapsulation, and manipulation of concerns on demand, to accommodate the everchanging set of concerns that are relevant to a given software system and its spectrum of stakeholders.
Although AOSD can separate software according to its concern structure, it cannot automatically resolve intrinsic conflicts among concerns. However, AOSD can allow decisions about the handling of conflicts to be expressed at a higher level than the coding or design of features. The CME Concern Manager, discussed later in this paper, does so by addressing relationships among concerns in a general way. The application of composition technology, like a previous generation's application of compiler technology, allows the expression of intent at a high level and employs software tools to carry out the detailed software changes implied by those intents in a mechanical, consistent, and complete manner.
Example: Using AOSD to separate proprietary and open-source concerns As a way of structuring software, AOSD holds promise for simplifying the creation of software that is partly open-source and partly proprietary. For example, in the J2EE application server shown in Figure 1 , the basic capabilities might be offered as open source; whereas, the EJB container support might be a proprietary, value-added capability, as shown on the right side of the figure. This combination strengthens the technical and businesscase viability of open-source software. This is because it allows developers and researchers to share common frameworks and components but still integrate proprietary support for additional concerns into that software simply, and possibly at a later time. Code-level support for AOSD is already beginning to gain acceptance in practice, and component-and design-level support are currently being explored.
Consider, for example, the challenge of providing a common open source for the core functions of a document-creation tool while maintaining the ability to provide proprietary extensions for team development and crash recovery requirements. A concern-based solution might look like the one shown in Figure 2 , wherein the open-source base contains objects representing the document itself and providing the document manipulation function. Two proprietary concerns are then developed. The concern for team development captures the developers' interactions and passes them through its own objects, providing connectivity and arbitration, to other team members' software, which injects them into their interaction streams in an appropriate manner. When the document creation application is initialized, the links to other team members must be established as well. The concern for the crash recovery feature intercepts and logs updates to the representation, providing logical recovery points at these intercepted interactions. In both cases, the proprietary features contain new classes as well as material that must be integrated with existing classes in the base application. Directions for how the new material is to be integrated with the base are provided by directives that contain both a query to identify the corresponding points in the new material and the base, and a model of how the new material and base are to be attached. For example, update capture may indicate that when any field in an object of some particular class is updated, a method is to be invoked that is defined for that class in the crash recovery concern. That method can log the old value of the field before doing the update.
SUPPORTING EXTRACTION AND COMPOSITION OF SOFTWARE CONCERNS
In the following sections, we introduce the notion of an extraction/composition cycle, shown schematically in Figure 3 , during which software is separated and reintegrated according to concerns. We then introduce the CME and discuss its role in supporting this cycle.
The extraction/composition cycle Although much discussion of aspect-oriented technology begins with scenarios like the one described previously, in which the different aspects or concerns are composed, the availability of compo-
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A concern-based approach to separating core functionality from proprietary team development and crash recovery features 
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Extraction sition engines for concerns also significantly supplements our ability to decompose software simultaneously according to many different kinds of concerns. We are then able to effectively recompose the separated concerns back into a variety of useful applications. This enables us to bring even more advanced capabilities to bear on the problem of restructuring existing software bodies, such as the J2EE application server (Figure 1) , in which scattered, tangled concerns such as the EJB-container concern can be gathered together into a single, encapsulated concern, noninvasively (i.e., logically rather than physically). The ability to decompose existing software into concerns requires the ability to identify concerns and the software elements relating to those concerns in the existing software. It also requires the ability to encapsulate those elements, either physically or logically, within an additional concern. In the case where encapsulation is physical, identification and encapsulation together are termed extraction. Encapsulated concerns can themselves then be subject to further software development activities, including extraction and composition. These complementary capabilities of extraction and composition are the fundamental processes that AOSD adds to the software development repertoire. These activities can and should be applied to artifacts at all stages of the development process, including the requirements analysis, design, coding, and any other relevant stages. Indeed, research into the application of aspect-oriented concepts to requirements, design, and testing has already begun.
9,10
The Concern Manipulation Environment The CME aims to support the extraction/composition cycle throughout the entire software life cycle by providing both a suite of tools for developers and a platform upon which tool builders and researchers can create such tools.
Different AOSD approaches, such as those noted in the introduction to this paper, have been applied to part or all of the extraction/composition cycle, and each has its advocates. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Unfortunately, the development of tools to realize these different AOSD approaches represents a huge investment of time and effort, as each one must currently be built from scratch or from low-level abstractions. Consequently, the tools represent isolated point solutions and rarely have any ability to interoperate or be integrated. They fail, therefore, to provide developers and other stakeholders with appropriate and effective ways of thinking about their software's structure and the overall process by which it is developed, deployed, used, and evolved. This has hindered the development of full-life-cycle AOSD. It has also significantly hindered the use of existing tools and paradigms by application developers, who find themselves unable to use available tools and paradigms together. Thus we have dual motivations for developing the CME: to support economy of development of AOSD tools and methods, and to provide wide-spectrum accessibility through a common idiom. These requirements strongly suggest the need for a component-based environment within which research and development can progress and significant development efforts using aspect-oriented tools and methods can be undertaken.
The CME was first demonstrated at the can share solutions to parts of the overall problem in order to realize larger solutions.
The CME exploits this open-source/open-architecture theme. For maximum flexibility, the initial CME implementation employs open-points at several levels of granularity, including both larger abstract components with supporting frameworks and smaller strategies and plug-ins. An open-point in a software system is a place where additional, optional, or externally provided software is expected to be incorporated, presumably in some planned-for manner. Although additions may be made at any point in open-source development, open-points generally provide locations at which the manner of extension is made simpler, clearer, and more robust.
Abstract components
The CME architecture is illustrated in Figure 4 . Abstract components, introduced in bold italics in the text, are the first-order open-points of the CME architecture. Each plays a distinct role in realizing the extraction/composition cycle. These components are described by their APIs (application programming interfaces), and their implementations depend only on the APIs of the other components. Abstract factories are used to shield clients and other components from knowledge of the implementation class structure within a component. The CME also includes concrete instances of these components to provide both basic functionality and examples of implementation. The initial set of concrete components in the Eclipse project are themselves generally designed to be extended with strategies and plugins, giving rise to a second-order set of open-points.
This paper can describe neither the concrete components nor the strategies and plug-in opportunities they present in great detail. However, such details can be found in the collection of research reports comprising References 11-14.
Support for manipulation of concern-structured software in the CME corresponds to the extraction/ composition cycle discussed previously. The Concern Manager component, shown in Figure 4 , provides a starting point for discussion. The Concern Manager is the (abstract) component used to hold and manipulate a model that identifies concerns and describes both the units of software they contain and their relationships. Units represent software artifacts, like classes, methods, or UML** (Unified Modeling Language) diagrams. Concerns here are groups of concern model elements, listed explicitly (extensionally) or specified as queries (intensionally). Relationships can be derived from software artifacts, such as references or dependencies, or inserted by tools, for example, in cases In order to work with a body of software, the concern model must first be populated with units, concerns, and relationships modeling the artifacts themselves (blue) and their structure, according to the AOSD approach being used. This is done by means of abstract components called Loaders (yellow). One concrete implementation provided for the Loader API is a generic loader. Generic CME components obtain specific information about artifacts using other components called Concern Informants (orange) that are specific to particular kinds of artifacts. The Concern Informant Toolkit (CIT) API is similar in content to the Java Reflection API, 15 but expressed as interfaces instead of abstract classes to permit greater breadth of implementation. In addition, the CIT API applies to a wider variety of software structures than just Java, including simpler artifacts having only a nested container model with interpretable material at the leaves. The CIT API can also express information like weaving directives that are unique to aspect-oriented software.
Once loaded, the concern model can be manipulated by the developer, who can form queries about the material in the various artifacts (evaluated by the Query component), and further structure the material into other concerns appropriate for the task at hand. Information in a concern model or accessible through the CIT API can in turn be accessed through the Query API, implemented by concrete components called Panther and Puma. 12 Panther is the query-language processor, and Puma is the query engine. These permit plug-in extension to address the need to add additional relationship types, entity types, data organizations, and query language constructs for various AOSD approaches.
The structuring of software elements into concerns represents a logical (non-invasive) encapsulation of those concerns. When a developer has a software model expressed as concerns, those concerns can be used to produce new artifacts, by extraction (physically separating concerns into new, disentangled artifacts) and composition (physically integrating concerns into new, composed artifacts). Contributing to CME's flexibility in integrating different AOSD approaches, Builders (tan) perform this role, often aided by other components. Some of these operate on specific kinds of artifacts, as does AspectJ. 3 Others, like CCC (the Concern Composition Component), 13 provide more generic capabilities tailored by strategies to meet specific semantic requirements, as discussed later in this paper. Just as the creation of generic loaders is enabled by the existence of the concern informants, creation of generic builders is enabled by using specific, artifact-format-dependent components called Concern Assemblers (orange). The Concern Assembler Toolkit (CAT) API 14 defines a low-level API for creating artifacts that result from the composition of other artifacts. Its interfaces support the copying of source artifacts, the remapping of references they may contain to other artifacts, and the creation of sequences to control the order of execution of appropriate material.
Frameworks for abstract components
It is common for some abstract components to have many implementations, in which case the implementations to be used are provided as plug-ins. Examples in CME include loaders, builders, concern informants, and concern assemblers, which provide access to artifacts across the whole software life cycle. In this context, artifacts are expected to include requirements, use cases, Cosmos concern models, 16 UML designs, source and executable code, test suites, documentation, images, build scripts such as Ant 17 files or make files, packaging constructs such as JAR (Java archive) files, deployment descriptors, and the like. CME contains frameworks to assist in creating concrete components for manipulating such artifacts.
Extension points for concrete components
Many of the CME concrete components contain extension points. This often allows new approaches to be developed as variants of existing approaches, a more economical process than the writing of entirely new concrete components. Thus, CCC provides generic composition capabilities, not based on the details of any specific kind of artifact. However, many artifacts have special composition semantics. For example, composing Java involves simple issues such as handling its particular set of modifiers (public, static, etc.), and much more complex issues such as ensuring that the composed class hierarchy has no multiple inheritance and handling the construction protocol correctly for composed constructors. These artifact-specific issues are handled by a rectification strategy. Other languages can also be composed by CCC, provided suitable rectification strategies are supplied for them. Similarly, Puma accepts plug-ins that implement artifact-specific query operations, and ConMan accepts loaders and builders as plug-ins.
Supporting new kinds of artifacts on the CME Assuming the existence of a base of software for manipulating a new kind of artifact, such as a Java bytecode toolkit or an XML (Extensible Markup Language) parser, a few ''person weeks'' of development are generally needed to implement a CIT API, producing a concern informant for this artifact and enabling the artifact to be loaded using the generic CIT loader. If new kinds of relationships or new attributes are needed to enhance the concern model and query capabilities, a few more person weeks are needed to create additional loader plugins and query extensions. If it is desired to compose new kinds of artifacts, either an existing composition engine can be introduced, as was done for AspectJ, or the CCC composition engine can be used by supplying an implementation of the CAT API. Using the existing frameworks, this task generally takes a few person months of effort and results in a new concern assembler. However, if the new kinds of artifacts have particular constraints that are not accommodated by general composition, a new rectification strategy must be implemented for CCC, as discussed previously. Depending on the complexity of the semantics, this can require development time ranging from one or two person weeks to a much more significant effort.
EXPERIENCE
Although the CME is an ongoing open-source effort, there have already been two specific efforts that indicate its value both for development of aspectoriented software and for development and integration of tools and technologies that support AOSD. The first of these projects involved an application of some of the CME components to a large-scale application server, and the second involved additional tool and component software that has been added to CME since that time.
Separating EJB support from a J2EE application server Although our Hursley partners have reported on this work in detail elsewhere, 18 we briefly summarize the experience here to illustrate the claim made earlier about separation of open-source and proprietary software.
We and others 19, 20 believe that the application of AOSD technologies to middleware technology is an area of great importance. Thus, an experiment was conducted to separate the deeply tangled support for EJBs from the remainder of the application server shown earlier in Figure 1 , a system comprising some 15,000 classes, so that 1. a properly functioning base application server without EJB support could be built that would fail gracefully if EJB capabilities were used, and 2. using tools that could be applied to software in binary form, the EJB support could be added to this base application to build a properly functioning application server with EJB support.
The experiment was completed successfully using a combination of the AspectJ compiler and the loader, concern manager, and query component prototypes from the CME concrete component suite. CME concern modeling was used to model the EJB concern (which evolved as the experiment progressed) and the other components and their relationships. The query capability was used to determine where other components were dependent on the EJB concern, and proved much more efficient than tools tried previously. Those dependencies were then removed, sometimes by object-oriented refactoring and sometimes by refactoring into AspectJ aspects. A side experiment used pure Java and the CCC composition engine (Figure 4 ) to achieve similar results on a small subset of the cases in which aspects were created.
This experiment illustrates the fact that, should it prove desirable, it is possible to construct software composed of an open-source component as complex as an application server, and then later add proprietary support for additional concerns as complex as the support of EJBs to the binary form of this software.
Extending the CME concrete component suite Since the conclusion of the EJB-extraction experiment, the set of languages supported by CME has been extended from its pure Java base through the addition of Ant 17 and AspectJ support. Ant is a language similar to that in the UNIX** make utility but intended for describing software builds in XML. Because Ant artifacts are an integral part of a body of software, it is desirable to include them in the concern model along with Java artifacts. This was accomplished simply by building a small Ant loader component using the CME extensible loader architecture, a task which required two person weeks of development. This loader added the units, concerns, and relationships needed to represent Ant to the concern model. It was then immediately possible to use the CME tools mentioned previously to work with Ant artifacts, including navigating from Ant artifacts to the Java artifacts to which they referred.
Support for the AspectJ programming language was also added to the CME. Unlike the Ant loader, the AspectJ loader was implemented by providing a concern informant component for AspectJ that is used by the generic CIT loader and by other components needing information about the AspectJ programs. 
CONCLUSIONS

